
    Architecture type

A contemporary casual chic architecture 

Unique design conception of primary or secondary homes

A harmonious and homogeneous development

An architecture in line with the environment

A unique and quality architectural character

    Size of residences

Single-family homes
The area of a residence built on a single floor (single-family home) must be a minimum of 1500 ft2 of living space on the ground, in addition to a single 
garage (minimum)

Cottage
The area of a residence built on two floors ("cottage") must be a minimum of 1800 ft2 of living space spread over two floors, in addition to a single garage 
(minimum)

Area calculation Calculate the gross area from the outer wall of the exterior walls for all floors, excluding balconies, basements and garages

Veranda Counting the area of a veranda 3 seasons as part of the living area is forbidden

    Building materials and building requirements

Exterior cladding Exterior cladding in a single material is forbidden (such as masonry or 100% wood)
Solid wood or roundwood structures are forbidden
Brightly colored exterior coatings are forbidden (the color must be approved by the developer)
Favor colors as natural and neutral (gray, black, white)
Prohibition of bright colors such as blue, red, yellow, green or other
Prohibition of vinyl, acrylic, declining aluminum, glass block coatings

Masonry Masonry choices must include natural stones, reconstituted concrete stones or compatible masonry

Wood Pine (or equivalent product), Maibec (or equivalent product), machined wood materials

Corniches Aluminum, machined wood materials (or equivalent product)

Roof  Asphalt shingles or sheet metal
Doors and Windows Color windows

Steel or wood doors are accepted
Colored or reflecting glass are forbidden

Fireplaces Fireplace required and stone chimneys are preferred

Exterior ramps Glass, wood and metal or only metal
Outdoor lighting LEDs only 

Recommendation of natural and neutral colors
Prohibition of coloured outdoor lighting (except for the holiday season, including the months of December and January);

Civic address Recessed in stone and installed at the entrance of the site of each property, the civic number and integrate it into the landscaping

Lampadaires extérieurs Requirement of one or two street lights installed at the site entrance of each property integrated into the landscaping

    nfrastructure



Car alley Respect and integration of the topology of the terrain so as to have winding paths
Plain paver coatings (preferably permeable), river stones, stone and asphalt plates.  A combination of coatings is allowed
Stonework 0-3 /4'' in the aisles and façade; (maximum of 12 months during the duration of the work).

Exterior decorations Statues, statuettes, water fountains or other exterior decorative elements are forbidden with the exception of floral ornaments
Pools In-ground pool and spa only by opting for a natural treatment of their integration and out of sight

Above ground pool is forbidden
Fences Dark-colored wrought iron (or imitation) fences, or dark-colored mesh fences. Can be mixed with cedar.

PVC or wooden slat fences are forbidden
Propane tank Must be out of sight at all times
Air conditionning (AC) or heat pump or other mechanical 
equipment Must be out of sight at all times
Outdoor sheds Use only of materials identical to those of the residence

Pre-fab sheds are forbidden
Temporary shelters Temporary carports are forbidden (or any other temporary addition)
Clothesline Installation of clothlines is forbidden

    Natural environment and landscaping

Deforestation Limited deforestation of land to maintain privacy between neighborhood residents
Plantation Planting in harmony with the topography of the land
Paving Reduce paving surfaces

    Outdoor storage

Vehicules Outdoor storage (trailer, boat, ATV, trailer, etc.) is forbidden at all times
Wood Wood piles (cords) left in the eyes of residents is forbidden


